
Top-Notch Private Label Supplements and Dietary Supplement 

Manufacturer in New York 

Cavendish Nutrition and Fulfillment offers the highest quality Private Label Supplements 

manufacturing. Years of top quality and dedicated service have led us to earn the badge of Best 

Dietary Supplement manufacturer in New York.  We are a leader in the nutraceuticals industry 

specializing as one of the finest Supplement manufacturers. All of our quality services are timely 

delivered. Our work is broadly founded on the guideline of consumer loyalty and joy.   

Leading Private Label Supplements and Dietary Supplement manufacturer:     

Cavendish nutrition has an extensive product warehousing and high volume private label 

supplements and dietary supplement manufacturing capabilities. The group of specialists at 

Cavendish Nutrition is profoundly gifted and prepared. While private label supplements fabricating, 

we play out all the exploration, plan, fixing sourcing, mixing, and assembling of the product. We have 

a specialist team of graphic designers that can assist in printing your brand label, package the 

product for consumer sell.  

Being top Supplement manufacturers, we are one of only a few full-service health supplement 

facilities, offering everything from product manufacturing to product testing, packaging, and label 

application. Our quality services to each of our valued customers include: 

 Quick Turnaround 

 Robust Inventory Management 

 Unmatched customer service 

 Quality ingredients at the best prices  

All our private label supplements, dietary supplements manufacturing services meet US FDA 

standards and we are proud to be cGMP partners. Our partnering with cGMP clearly refers to a 

system of manufacturing that guarantees the reproducibility of product quality to set specifications. 

CNF uses the most modern machinery for dietary supplement manufacturing and private label 

supplement manufacturing having incredible potential in manufacturing huge orders rapidly and 

proficiently.  

We see our clients more as a partner than our customers. This results in building a sound 

relationship and facilitates the business system further. Cavendish Nutrition has a variety of speed 

rotary compressing machines and high-output encapsulation machines.  

Supreme Protein and Capsule manufacturer:  

Proteins are one of the most exceptionally requested nutraceuticals in the market. We all know how 

significant they are for the proper functioning of a human body. We as a trusted Protein 

manufacturer live up to such significance. All of our protein manufacturing is carried out under the 

extent of levels of hygiene. The total system of protein manufacturing goes under exhaustive and 

tough checking to get a definitive product with the highest caliber.  
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Being equipped with modern and best machinery we have the highest ability to produce quality 

protein powder and supplements in the given period of time. Satisfying the sign of the best protein 

manufacturer, we utilize all the first-class organic raw materials in our manufacturing.  

Our protein maker specialists make protein in machines that have the facility of V-blenders and 

ribbon so protein powders stay uniform and are perfectly filled.  The work environments and the 

limit places at CNF are temperature-controlled and all around maintained up in charge to keep the 

protein powder dry, new, and delicious. Cavendish as a protein maker creates an assortment of 

proteins, for example, whey, casein, soy, and so on.  

Cavendish Nutrition and Fulfillment is the ultimate solution for your capsule manufacturing and 

filling services. We are compiled with the most advanced high-speed capsule machines to convert 

your raw material into a high potential product. Being the best capsule manufacturer, we regularly 

manufacture all sizes of capsules between 0, 00, elongated 00, 000, 1, 2, 3. All our capsules are 

polished, inspected, and test for metal detection on every batch.                

We manufacture all kinds of capsules- hard, soft, gelatin as per your needs. CNF has adopted the 

latest and most advanced technology machinery for capsule manufacturing. It means we are one of 

the few capsule manufacturers that can manufacture a large number of capsules within a short span 

of time that too with standard quality.   

What makes Cavendish Nutrition so special?     

 Quality service at affordable pricing 

 Variety of products manufactured 

 Highly skilled and dedicated staff 

 Latest technology machines 

 Strict measures of hygiene 

 Thorough checking of each product by specialists 

 Bulk manufacturing within a given or quick time 

 cGMP partner 

 Following all FDA standards 

 Secured Data management system    
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